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THE HUMAN/COMPUTER INTERFACE: THEIR SIDE OR OURS?
R.SD. Thomas

SI John ·s eoUsge
Winnipeg , Man itoba. Canada R3T 2M5
al'd
Department of Applied Mathematics

Univers;ry ot Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3T 2N2

Themuch touteduser-lriendlinessol COl'll'Ulers, like
anyother aspectof popular culture, has presuppositions
underlying it. In particular. it presupposes that there is a

and the student unders tands the problem, the hated
'word problems' are more difficult than five minus two .

humanlcomputer interface and that humans are on the
sideoppositeto the cofTl)Uters. This essay is concerned
with this pos sibly erroneous presupposition.

My second jolt came from two students appealing
gradesofC and F in an applied-mathematics course . The
student appealing the grade of C enclosed with her
appeal a transcript of her high-school marks. It revealed
steadily and substantially dropping marks in mathematics and low marks in English . She CO~lained, as did the
student appealing the grade of F, that she had worked
very hard at the mathematics (indu ction, sequences,
equations,trigonometry, and corrplex OOmbers) but that
she had been hindered in obtainmg the grade her effort
deserved by her mar1<s on tenn tests that had not been
lair tests of 'mathe matical principles' but instead had
requ ired 'interpretation.' I am enonnously grateful lor
these students' causing me to locus on what predsety
they were complaining of. which was that they - both
native speakers 01 English - were required to understand a couple of English sentences , see what mathematics in the course was invo lved, and do it. Term tests
in other sections of the course , they alleg ed, asked
questions of apurely ccrrectatcnat character, and these

Because I can think of no better way to introduce my
subject, I am

going to approach it chronologically. Two

things happenedto me at the beginning of February that
prompt ed the cons iderations I am sharing w ith you . let
me tell you about them.
I was shown an examination question that was well
worded but about unfamiliar material. h had to do with
positions on the surface of the earth and the position of
the rising sun on the horizon. The careful word ing was
spoil ed by the accompanying diagram, which included a
circ le apparently representing a sphere. The sphere was
not the surface of the earth , but ratherthe celestial sphere
viewed either from an unnatural position outside it orfrom
the almost equally impossible position on it opposite the
zenith . The labe ls 'equator' and 'north pole ' did nothing to
distinguish the diagram from one of the earth . We are all
familiar with badly posed problems, but I was struck
force fully by this one because I had not posed it badly
myself.

Posing a problem badly is a stand ard way to make a
problem difficuh. It is notoriou s that problems that pr0blem solve rs are caned upon to solve in the so-called reat
wor1d are bad ly posed, but I do not offer this fad as an
excuse lor unintentio nally making problems hard by
poSing them ineptly. Other reasons that one finds diffiCUlty in interpreting a problem are tnat the mathemaHcs
or the area of application is untamiliarorthatone does not
grasp what the problem states or asks. The student too
can be inept. h is equa lly notorious that 'if Johnny has five
marbles and k>ses two, how many marbles has Johnny
lett?' is more likely to produce an incorrect answer than
'5 - 2 • ? ' Even when there is familiarity with the subject
matter and the mathematics, the problem is well posed,
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two students

te~

that they had been disadvantaged by

the disparity in the tenn tests, having wrinen a common
final examinatio n with the other sections.
These students were insisting - with some aspertty
- that it was unfair that I had demanded that they think,
as weD as cak::ulate. Not orig inal creative thought . not
even the less original creative thought of problem solv ing , but merely the thought of perceiving in some words
an intelligible structure from a small list 01 intelligible
structures on which they were being tested . They did not
ctaim that it was not obvioUs what to do once they
understood what the problems were about. They were
claiming immJnity on account of what I called above
'student ineptness.' They were claiming as a grievance
that I had asked them to do the translation lrom Johnny's
marbles to five minus two . This jarred me into considering
seriousty whether this was unfair.
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If one takes the process that these students were
unsuccessfully engaged in as be ing :

students to understand the mea ning of mathematics,' As
Miles put ~ (9).

(1) extracting an intellig ible structure from a context,
(2) call ing upon a prior knowledge 0' that intelligible
structure ,
(3) engaging in routine ways of dealing with that structure ,

Use of an algebra utility can eliminate the need
to know the words and usage of algebra - the
core of the language of applicable mathematics.
Unquestionably one can persevere in calculus
on this basis - many students alre ady do so
without benef it of algebra utilities. Wheth er one
can find mean ing in doing so is doUbtful. And it is
a seriou s que stion whether colleges can pro sper
without impani ng a greater sense 01mea ning to
their OJrriaJla .

t hen one can see one of the differences between teaching applied mathematics and teaching pure mathematics. In the latter. the structure is foremost and the oth ers
are there for the sake of Ieami ng about it: in the te rmer.
the structure is there to supply the neces sary framework
' or the processes of extraction and
In both
cases,tea ching is primarily about the structure , since the
structure is k>gically plior to its extraction and to ways of
dealing with it. If our tests and examinations test onl y the
routine ways of performing calculations (3), pernaps
intended to test a knowledge 01 content (2), but ignore
'applications' (1), then we are testing only what the
students will do - arter the examination is over - only
by calculator or computer. We will be testing them solely
on what the y do not need to do and ignoring what it is
increasingly iJrllOrtant that they be able to do if they are
not to be repla ced by mach ines .

scuucn.'

My students were co"""laining that I put them on the
wrong side of the hu marvco mputer interface. At least I
did ! But I was not being up-from about it, just dOing it
automatically because they were my students. You cant
get away from those presuppositions 0' popular culture .
Having returned now to the human/computer interface ,l should say the little I want to say about ccrrcoters :
my subject is human . In the past eecece.tnere has been
a movement to take account 01 the availability of computers , especially in calculus and especially in the U.S.A.
There ha s been a le MI'conference oothe topic (1, 7], and
a numberol books have been written that make a gesture
or more toward the tact tha t some students of calaJlus
have access to a ccrrcoter. This is inevitable, and with
time it may become more generally not ~ st a marketing
gimmick but something more substantial, as for instance
with David A. Smith'S Interface: Calculus and the cem ·
puter. Not be ing in the U.S.A. and not teaching much
calculus, I have been more concerned with getting students on top of the capabilities of their pocket calculators
and have been thinking that the availability of computers
is far more significant to algebra than to calculus. It is in
algebra particularty that Jon Barwise [2) has drawn
anention to the problem of Miles , namely 'that symbo lic
mathematics packages may make it even harder for our
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Intheterms I introdu ced above , computer power renders
one's routine ways 0' dealing with mathemat ical struct ure
poss ible without knowing that intelligible structu re. but
without that knowledge one can not seek and find the
structures in their ron-mathematical conte xts . This renders the structures invisible as well as meaningless.
Applied mathematics becomes impossible to a human
for the same reason as it is impossible to accrrooter: the
mathematics has been reduced to software . The human
has slipped across the human/ compu ter interface. I see
this as a danger to be ccrroatted . (On meaning in

mathematics. see (S) and (' 21.)

On a more humane side, another educat iona l rrcvement has spawned meet ings and now a book. Writing to
learn ma thematics & science (4). Both the Humanistic
Mathemat ics NefINorkand otherorganizations have been
expk>ring ways of engaging students in the learning 0'
mathematics, including writing about it, Three recent
papers[6, 10, 11) have drawn attention to the benefitseven if only to their ability to write - of having students
write about what they are doing when the y are doing
mathematics. By erT'tledding mamernar cs in prose a
large step is taken toward making it meani ngfu l and
something that can be recognized outside the classroom.
In the context of teaching math ematics 10 first-year
engineering students at the University of Manitoba, it
might be possible to comb ine encrts with their technicalwriting course in a way not who lly unl ike Duke University's
course , Introductory calOJlus with digital computation,
Which, as the title indicates , involves computers, but also
involves weekly lab reports includi ng from one 10 three
pages 01 expository writing along with the data and
graphs {6J . The possibility of benefits to both coursesand ultimately the students - merits invest igation.
More un iversally, my students' comp laint has b rought
home to me, as well intentioned things I have read have
not, that we need to encourage the hated interpretation.
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I can fairly claim that I have always done this, and I have
the student COlll'laints to prove it. But I have done it only
on tests and examinations. I have never talked about it.
wamed them of it, pressed them to practise it. helped
them with it (except individual difficulties). As Clement
and Konold demonstrate with the scarcely mathematical
problem ((31adapted lrom (14)) ,
What day precedes the day after tomorrow if four
days ago was two days after Wednesday?

(2J Barwise, Jon. Edrtorial c:onvnent on (9], Not;';e. of
the Afn8r. Math.

Soc. 37 (1990), 276.

[3} Clement, John, and Clifford Konokl. Fostering basic
problem-solving skills. For the leaming of mathematics 9 (1989). 26-30.
(4] Connolly, Paul, and Teresa Vilardi, eels. Writing to
leam mathematics & science. New York: Teachers
College Press, 1989.
(5J Gartunkel, Solomon A., and Gail S. Young. Mathematics outside of mathematics departmerts. Notices
olthe Amer. Math . Soc. 37(1990). 408-411.

the diffICU lties are enormous even without any mathematical complexity at all. In the above taxonomy, diff..
cuttieswilhthis are purely stuclent ineptness. and whose
job is it 10 help them with it but ours? Not only have I been
remiSS in expecting interpretation only under testing
circumstances, but also I have neglected to intkJence my
colleagues not to pose trivially matbematcal questions
on their tests and examinations. What t have done has
been seen as my way of doing things and therefore
tolerated (by colleagues) or complained of (by students).
I have now realized that I think that what I have been
doing is right - though far 100 limited - and f am
prepared to defend it. (I am not prepared to defend
wording questions badly.) The terms in which I defend it
arethoseof the human/computer interface. It is easier for
students to respond to keystroking than to the presentation of what is intelligible but not yet converted into ASCII
codes. Students, like the rest of us humans. prefer what
is easier. But computers respond to keystrokes far more
dependably, powerfully, and quickly than they can; they
cannot compete. What they must learn to do is extract
intelligible structure and frame it in such a way that they
cando the keystroking.lnordertodothis, they needhelp.
As a first step toward inlluencing my colleagues, I
have suggested three things that I think. I and others
should do:

(6) Gapen, George D.. and David A. Smrth. What's an
assignment like you doing in a course like this?:
Writing to learn mathematics. The College Math. J.
21 (1990), 2- 19, reprinted trom (4J.
[7] Howson, A.G., and J. P. Kahane, ads. The influence
of computers and informatics on mathematics and its
teaching. Cambridge: Cal'T'lbridge University Press.

1986.
(8) Lakoff, George. Women. fire , and dangerous things:
Vr1Jat categories reveal about the mind. Chicago:
Urtiversity of Chicago Press, 1987.
(9) Miles, Phil. DERIVE as a precalculus assistant.
Not;';e. of the Amer. Math. Soc. 37 (1990),275-276.
[10] Powell, Arthur B., Dawud A Jeffries, and Aleshia E.
Selby. An empowering,participatory research model
lor humanistic mathematics pedagogy. Humanistic
Mathematics Networl< Newslener #4 (1989). 29-38.
(11]Price, J.J. Learning mathematics through writing :
Some guidelines. The College Math. J. 20 (1989),

393-401 .
(12)Smith, David A. Interlace: Calculus and the computer. Secondedition. Philadelphia: Saunders, 1984.
[13J Thomas, R.S.D. Inquiry into meaning and truth.
Philosophia mathemattea (2)5 (1990), to appear,
[14lWhinbey, Arthur. Teaching sequential thought: The
cognitive-skills approach. Phi Delta Kappan (De·
cember 1977), 255-259.

shun meaningless manipulation,
engage students in verbal expression of meaning,

•

insist that students cope with verbal presentation,

-Applied departments use math as a tool. An incIividual
topic is analogous to a hanvner pemaps. They wish to
'ha rm'ler' with it. On the other hand. math departments
otten become more interested in its description and
generaliZation of the 'hammer' itself."

Two quotations lrom respondents to the survey
reported on in [5} illustrate this.

and

all to teach them some mathematics usefully and by
contributing to their education to keep them from slipping
across the bumawccrrouter interface.
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-I cannot take it for granted that (students from calculus)
are able to use their mathematical skills in problem
solving. What appears tc be , , , lacking is the ability to
fOlTT'Ulate a problem quantitatively and then to solve it
using the tools they teamed in their calculus course:
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